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 Rules & Participant Information 
 

There are certain rules that have to be covered and adhered to in order to maintain the safety, 
security, and well being of our participants and facilitators/leaders.   

 
By registering for DivorceCare you are agreeing to the following: 

 
Be on time.  We will start the sessions on time, and end on time.  This allows us to cover the 

material and get you out on time.  

 

Both partners from the marriage may not attend the same session. If you are concerned 

that your spouse (or ex spouse) may register, please let us know. You can do this by sending 

an email to divorcecare@gatewaychurch.com and telling us the other person’s name. The one 

that signs up first gets to attend. The 2nd one may attend the next time or we’ll be glad to help 

find another group in the area. 

 
No dating of other participants, including leaders, is allowed.  As people come into this 
program, they are very vulnerable.  This is for their protection. This is not a dating service. 
 
No spouse bashing.  We are here to heal, to grow, and to learn to be positive.  We are looking 
to increase self esteem, and to be comfortable with ourselves.  We in DC are focused on you. 
 
What is said here -stays here.  You do not take what others say and tell it to your friends, 
relatives, coworkers, or anyone else.  This is a confidential atmosphere, and you are 
expected to treat it as such.   
 
Who is here is also confidential.  We do not share names of other participants outside of the 
group.  If anyone asks, tell them that is confidential and you are not allowed to share. 
 
We (the leaders and facilitators) are not counselors.  We are here to help you understand 
the purpose of the program, to help interpret what the videos present, and most of all to get you 
all to talk, to discuss the topic of the night, and to help you heal and grow. We ask that you do 
not dominate the discussion at your table that will be covered in the next presentation.     
 
 If you need to talk in depth, talk with your table facilitator.  If counseling is needed or desired, 
they will refer you to the church counseling office, the pastors, or recommend that you find a 
counselor of your choice.  We have referrals available. 
 
We encourage you to attend every week. Even though the sessions are stand alone, they are 

presented in a specific sequence, and they do build on each other. Don’t skip sessions just 

because you think you don’t have a problem with that subject. It causes disruption at the table if 

you are not there, you are expected to be there and contribute. You have a commitment to your 

table to be here each week.  
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You were assigned to tables as you registered for a variety of reasons.  They are as 
follows:   

 To have consistency in the number of people at each table.  

 To provide a balanced mix of male/female at each table.  

 To avoid having a group of close friends/confidants all congregating at the same table.  
 

If, for some good reason, you don’t want to be at an assigned table, talk to the session leader.  
 
Immediately following the note taking portion of the workbook, there is a section entitled 
“On My Own”.  There are paragraphs for 5 days of entries and then a weekly journal. We 
encourage you to work through this section during the week. If you have any questions, or want 
to discuss some of what you wrote, bring it up at the beginning of the discussion time.  We 
especially encourage you to fill out the Personal evaluation section, in addition to the other 
journal questions, so you will have a basis for comparison as you go through the series.    

 
We expect everyone at each table to speak during each session.  It is extremely important 
for each of you to get your feelings and situation out on the table. However, the Table Facilitator 
will ask you for a commitment to not dominate the table conversation and will ask for permission 
to stop individuals and pass the speaking off to another person when they see fit.  The goal is to 
have everyone have time to speak and share their situation, or make comparisons to other 
situations similar to theirs. 
 
Use the book.  Take notes during the video.  Do the On My Own exercise each week.  If you 
have chidden in DC4K or if you have children not attending, review the Parent Page.  It has 
great family stories, and might be useful for helping kids you know whose parents are going 
through a divorce, or even dealing with the kids of a new significant other sometime in the future 
after you have healed from your current situation.  
 
Communication is the key objective here.  Communicate with your kids, with your fellow 

table participants, and with yourself.  Learn from the experiences of others and evaluate 

yourself. 


